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friend knocks the girl to the ground and repeatedly punches and
kicks her causing serious damage. Your friend is charged with
Grievous Bodily Harm (section 18 with intent).

Q: What could you be charged with (bearing in mind you never
touched the girl)? DISCUSS

REALITY
In the law relating to JOINT ENTERPRISE you can be charged with
the same offence as your friend as long as the prosecution can
show you knew of the 'intent' to commit the offence beforehand,
OR, when the offence occurred you made no attempt to stop it.
This could be identified from witness statements and CCTV
footage.

Q: Apart from fighting, what other types of offences could you
be charged with - without committing the offence directly
yourself? LIST

EXAMPLES could include:
• Acting as a 'look out' on a shop theft / burglary
• Handling / disposing / or holding a weapon for someone
• Lying to the Police to cover for someone (perverting the course
of justice)
• Passing drugs to someone
WORST CASE SCENARIO - There are cases where females
have been used to carry weapons for people. When the weapon
has been handed over to a person to be used, the females have
been charged with murder and sentenced to life (20 year tariffs)
under Joint Enterprise law.

EXERCISE 3

SCENARIO: You are out with a friend when a fight occurs. Your
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potential consequences of this for female offenders and those
who associate with offenders.
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JOINT ENTERPRISE
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show the subtle process of how she was drawn into hard drugs:

Q: Who do you think is more responsible for getting people into
taking serious (Class A) drugs?

a. DEALERS?
b. FRIENDS & PEOPLE YOU TRUST? DISCUSS

Q: Would you ever take heroin? Why / Why not? DISCUSS
SCENARIO
You are out with some friends. One has ecstacy tablets and several of
your friends take them - Q: Would you? DISCUSS
Imagine you'd said 'no'. On the night you feel pushed out of the group
as they're all on a very different wavelength. The next day they are all
talking about how great the experience was! They all seem back to
normal and no obvious health problems.
A week later at one of the girls’ flats, more E's are produced and taken.
You are again offered one and your mates are telling you that you'll
love the buzz. Q: Would you take one or not? DISCUSS

READ the following from an interview with an ex user:
"I started on E's as all my mates got into them. They all raved about
how nice they were and my initial fears went away as they all seemed
normal week after week. It came to the point where I either started
joining in and gettin' on the same wavelength, or gettin' new mates to
go out with! Everyone seemed to be doing stuff so I went along with it"
continued on next page...

EXERCISE 2

* This exercise was developed by an ex heroin and crack user to
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*The following is an extract from an interview with a woman who

worked as a sex worker for 17 years:

"If you asked a hundred girls if they'd ever prostitute themselves they’ll
all say ‘no’. They'd think we're sluts or 'bag heads' (heroin addicts). The
thing is you don't start working the street cos' you're a 'slag'...you do it
because it becomes the easiest, or the only way for your habit. For me
it started from seeing an older guy who made me feel special. He'd lay
on free drugs for me and even my mates, and never expected anything
back in return. We'd just party at his for free. I was naive and off my
head so I didn't see what he was really up to.
One day he told me he was in a bit of trouble and that he needed
money or he was going to get 'done in'. He said he'd had a load of
drugs ripped off and had to pay for them quick. He asked me if I'd do a
favour and sleep with the guy to buy him some time. At first I said no
but he then started saying about all the free lay ons I'd had off him and
now I had to pay for them. I felt I had no way out and agreed to do it
once! After the first time he threatened me more and more, got violent
regularly and I began using harder drugs to cope and get myself into a
haze where I never cared. The more you get into drugs, the more self
respect goes out of the window. If you're sticking needles into your
body you've already lost respect for your body. That's how I started on
the slippery slope. When you work the streets you hear the same
stories all the time. Some girls have been given free drugs and then
one day a load of money is demanded or they're threatened with being
slashed, or being raped or beaten. Girls daren't go the Police and
you're told you won't be believed as you're a f&^%in
druggie. The
thing is it always starts with kindness...kindness to lure you in"

Q: Do you think it would have been easy to say 'no'? DISCUSS
• What would you have done in her situation? DISCUSS
*NOTE: Commercial sexual activity of people under the age of legal consent cannot be
described as prostitution as it is child abuse / sexual exploitation

EXERCISE 3

Q: How do you think young women and girls are drawn into
‘prostitution’? DISCUSS
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